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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1.1. On 3 October the Cabinet approved the 2015-16 Transport for London 
(TfL) funded integrated transport programme which included £200,000 to 
carry out a feasibility study and consultation on a borough-wide 20mph 
speed limit. 

 
1.2. This project is in line with the new administrations manifesto „the change 

we need‟ in particular point five „greening the borough, being fair to drivers 
and better for cycling‟. 
 

1.3. This report sets out a draft programme for the feasibility study, 
consultation and delivery of the project. 
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1. That the committee review and comment on the indicative implementation 

programme set out in paragraph 6.5 and 6.6 of this report and associated 
presentation. 
 

2.2. That the committee review and comment on the options for delivery as set 
out in paragraph 5.8 of this report and associated presentation. 

 
 

3. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND  

3.1. Some London boroughs, and cities outside London, have implemented a 
borough-wide 20mph speed limit and others are presently pursuing one. 
The default speed limit for the vast majority of roads in London is 30mph 
and the main reason cited for reducing this limit is to improve road safety. 
 

3.2. LBHF, as part of its transport plan, has targets to reduce both the number 
of overall road casualties and reduce the number people killed and 
seriously injured in collisions. We have made good progress towards our 
evolving targets over the last ten years through a combination of 
engineering, enforcement and education.  
 

3.3. Areas with slower vehicle speeds are associated with increased 
opportunities for walking and cycling. Additionally, evidence shows the 
increased participation in walking and cycling result in lower obesity, lower 
rates of diabetes, improvements to mental health and a decrease in 
cardiovascular disease across all ages. Therefore this initiative can be 
seen  as a contribution towards health and wellbeing. 

 
3.4. Over the last ten years LBHF have implemented sixteen 20 mph zones 

and a couple of 20 mph speed limit areas covering about a third of our 
streets. The map shown in Appendix 1 shows where these areas are and 
all have been implemented based on support from residents and 
businesses. 
 

3.5. 20mph zones consist of zonal entry and exit signs alongside traffic 
calming features, such as speed cushions. These zones were selected 
and implemented based on their collision and casualty history and they all 
have seen a reduction in both the speed of traffic and the number and 
severity of casualties.  

 
3.6. 20mph limit areas consist of entry and repeater signs but do not require 

traffic calming features. These have been found to have a lesser effect on 
speed reduction. 

 
3.7. Local authorities that have implemented a borough-wide reduced speed 

limit have mostly done so using the 20mph limit approach using repeater 
signs and road makings rather than the extensive use of traffic calming 
that is a legal requirement in a 20mph zone. 



 
3.8. Portsmouth was the first city to go 20mph and they have reported an 

average speed reduction of 1.3mph. The Department for Transport state 
that a reduction of 2mph can be achieved by 20mph limits without traffic 
calming. They further state that with every 1mph speed reduction a 6% 
casualty reduction is achieved. Portsmouth have reported a 21% casualty 
reduction. At present there is insufficient data from London borough-wide 
speed limits to compare. 

 
 

4. SURVEYS 

4.1 In April 2015 (20-27 April) we have conducted borough-wide traffic surveys   
in which we surveyed 100 roads for traffic speed and volume for 7 days. 
Currently we are analysing the survey results and they should form the 
base („before‟ figures should we go ahead with the scheme 
implementation), which can later be compared with the „after‟ data.  A 
broad analysis of the speed surveys is shown in Appendix 3. 

 
5. PROPOSAL AND ISSUES 

5.1. Our streets are not just for vehicles they are also places where people live, 
work, spend time shopping and socialising. Our streets are vital for the 
economy, moving people and goods from place to place. Streets need to 
be safe and not daunting or unpleasant for people walking and cycling. 
Our transport plan seeks to make our streets move liveable spaces; will 
lower speed limits help us achieve this? 
   

5.2. Why should we set a lower speed limit? Numerous studies demonstrate 
that lower speeds are safer. Higher speeds result in more collisions and 
more severe casualties. At 20mph there is a 2.5% chance of being fatally 
injured in a collision compared to a 30% chance at 30mph. 
 

5.3. In 2010 there were 690 people injured in collisions in the borough and we 
have set ourselves an ambitious target to reduce this figure by 
approximately a third by 2030 as set out in our transport plan. In 2013 
there were 678 casualties (a slight reduction of nearly 2%), which 
suggests that further action should be taken. The evidence from other 
projects suggests that implementation of a borough-wide 20mph speed 
limit can achieve reductions in casualty numbers at a scale that is in line 
with our targets. 
   

5.4. There are many assumptions and myths about 20mph speed limits and air 
quality, in the press. Some presume pollution increases; others suggest a 
decrease. The available and limited empirical evidence suggests a 
negligible change and depend entirely on the nature of the traffic flow in 
any one area and the extent to which it is free flowing. 
 



5.5. A vehicle travelling at 20mph will reach its destination slower than a 
vehicle travelling at 30mph. However in a dense urban environment such 
as LBHF this is an overly simplistic assessment again based on the free 
flowing nature or otherwise of our network. We do not receive feedback 
from residents and businesses about slower journey times in our existing 
20mph zones, however most of these are on minor roads. Transport for 
London are currently modelling the impact of reduced speed limits on the 
performance on the road based transport they are responsible for, namely 
buses and taxis. 
 

5.6. Traffic travelling at 20mph can create a safer and more pleasant 
environment for walking and cycling which can in turn support long-term 
behaviour change and an increased take up of sustainable and active 
travel. The Hammersmith and Fulham Cycling Campaign support 20mph 
speed limits and have been instrumental in the limit proposed for 
Hammersmith Bridge. Whilst data is not available to calculate the precise 
increase in walking and cycling trips it is considered that a 20 mph speed 
limit would offer a significant contribution towards making our streets more 
liveable and changing perceptions about travel in London.   

 
5.7. The enforcement of any speed limit is the responsibility of the police. 

There are however a number of fixed speed cameras on 30mph borough 
roads in LBHF. Very little mobile enforcement is carried out by the police 
due to other priorities. Their default position is that they do not enforce 
20mph speed limit of zones and that they should be self-enforcing. In 
reality there is likely to be no noticeable change in enforcement if a 
borough-wide 20mph speed limit is implemented. There is however 
evidence to suggest that the police position in regards to supporting 
borough-wide 20mph limits is becoming more favourable.  
 

5.8. There are a number of options for implementing a borough-wide 20mph 
speed limit. The first would be to continue with the approach taken over 
the last decade delivering schemes on an area-by-area basis. The second 
would be to implement a borough-wide 20mph limit in one go and the third 
would be to implement a borough-wide limit in stages. A commonly heard 
objection  to “signed only” limits is that drivers do not comply with them. 
The evidence suggests that they do result in reduced speeds but the 
reduction is less than when accompanied with physical measures. One 
approach would be to introduce a signed-only borough-wide limit initially, 
and then over time add physical measures in areas where there are 
continuing problems with non-compliance and collisions. 
 

5.9. Based on costings from the London Borough of Camden, the cost for 
implementation of the scheme is likely to be in the region of £500,000. 
Should Members decide to progress the scheme it would be intended to 
fund this from Transport for London‟s integrated transport allocation to the 
Borough in 2016/17. 
 
 

6. CONSULTATION 



6.1. This PAC report is the first stage of the extensive engagement and 
consultation that is planned for this project.  
 

6.2. As has been the case for other boroughs and indeed LBHF when 
considering reducing the speed limit an informal consultation is designed 
and issued to those residents and businesses directly affected. For this 
project this would be every single resident and business in the borough. 
We intend to deliver a leaflet to every property in the Borough, but also 
encourage the use of on-line consultation facilities. 
 

6.3. Attached at Appendix 2 are questions we intend to ask in the consultation.  
Additional information about the scheme as well as common questions 
and answers‟ will be provided in the online consultation under frequently 
asked questions (FAQs) and in the questionnaire leaflet as additional text.  

 
6.4. A dedicated web page (for example www.lbhf.gov.uk/20mph) will be set 

up, in a similar manner to the 2012 Olympics, in order to provide a one 
stop shop for information regarding the project, the programme, how to get 
involved, key dates etc. This should be live from 9 June 2015. 
  

6.5. The LBHF leaflet is intended to be delivered by the end of June, 2015, 
with a final return date at the end of July. Responses to this consultation 
will be analysed in August 2015 and presented to Cabinet in the autumn of 
2015. Subject to the results of this consultation Cabinet approval for 
implementation is programmed for early 2016, subject to funding. 
 

6.6. If 20 mph proposals are supported by Cabinet a final round of statutory 
consultation on making the legal orders to support the 20mph speed limit 
is indicatively programmed for early 2016. Depending on the final design 
of the project residents and businesses will be advised as to when works 
will be taking place on their local roads and the works will take place in 
2016/17. 
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Appendix 1 – existing 20 mph zones and speed limits 

 
 

 
 
 



Appendix 2 – consultation questions 

 
Question 1

Do you support a Borough-wide 20mph speed limit on roads  

managed by Hammersmith and Fulham council?

(please tick one box only)

YES NO Only some of 

roads  
 
 

Question 2

If you ticked 'only some roads', which roads in your opinion should remain as a 30mph speed limit?

Please see the map attached to identify main or secondary roads. (You can tick more than one box)

Main roads
Secondary 

roads
Other  (name the road/s)

 
 

Question 3

If you are responding as an individual please tell us how often you use the 

following ways of travelling? (Please tick as many boxes as apply)

Never Daily

Several 

times a 

week

Several 

times a 

month

Bus

Bicycle

Motorcycle

Car  

Walk

Taxi

 



Question 4

Which measures would you like to see to support a reduced speed limit?

 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 2 (continued) – map referenced in question 2 
 

 


